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Foreword by the Minister For education and science 
 
I welcome this timely and important initiative that seeks to enrich the 
school experience of young people and to support the collaboration 
of teachers and artists to that end.

These guidelines are the product of partnership between my 
Department and the Arts Council and between many activists in 
education and the arts. What is shared is a conviction about the 
importance of providing high-quality arts experiences - in and out of 
school - to primary and post-primary students.

Such provision enhances mainstream arts education in our schools 
and also provides opportunities for fertile links to be made between 
the arts and other curricular areas. The guidelines underline how the 
personal and social development of young people can be enhanced 
by good arts experiences and point also to how primary carers and 
the wider community served by a school can be involved to the 
benefit of all.

These are important goals of education and of wider government 
policy in terms of provision for children and young people. 

We have one of the best education systems in the world and we 
live in a country where the arts flourish. It is fitting then that schools 
and artists should collaborate. I welcome these guidelines as the first 
formal mapping of the many exciting journeys that artists, teachers 
and pupils can take together.

Mary Hanafin, T.D.
Minister for Education and Science

Foreword by the Minister For arts, sport and tourisM
 
It is with particular pleasure that I welcome the publication of these 
guidelines. I have long been convinced that the arts and education 
are congruent disciplines with much to share and to learn from each 
other. There is a need, however, to enhance the dialogue between the 
worlds of the arts and of education and these guidelines represent a 
very positive step in that direction.

I am delighted that these guidelines emerge from a partnership of 
artists and arts organisations who, with their professional colleagues 
in education, make work for and with young people, both in and out 
of school. 

I am impressed by the good sense of this publication, which is evident 
in its lucid setting out of the aims and principles of good practice, as 
well as in the practical advice it offers to artists, arts organisations and 
schools to assist them to work more effectively together. 

The broad public climate within which the arts exist in Ireland will be 
significantly enriched if succeeding generations of school students 
have positive experiences of the arts. The Government is mindful 
of its responsibility to ensure that opportunities are available to 
allow participation by all in the arts from an early age. An important 
element within such provision is just the kinds of experiences that this 
document advocates, describes and enables.

John O’Donoghue, T.D.
Minister for Arts, Sport and Tourism
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introduction by the chairMan oF the steerinG coMMittee
 
Artists~Schools Guidelines is designed to provide practical guidelines that 
will empower artists and teachers to work in structured and respectful 
partnerships with young people in order to enhance their learning, enrich 
their experience of the arts and develop their creativity. 

These guidelines stand on the shoulders of exciting practice in this field, 
pioneered in Ireland, since the 1970s. They are also the product of recent 
fruitful dialogue between the Arts Council and the Department of Education 
and Science. One outcome of that dialogue was the identification, in late 
2004, of a shared interest in the developing tradition of collaborations 
between artists and teachers. That common interest bred a commitment 
to develop comprehensive guidelines to support such interactions in a 
structured and systematic way.

To that end - and consistent with the spirit of partnership - a Steering 
Committee and a Core Group were established to facilitate the devising 
and dissemination of the Artists~Schools Guidelines that follow. The Core 
Group was both a reservoir of information and a source of inspiration 
throughout the process. 

Artists~Schools Guidelines was funded by the Research and Development 
Committee, Central Policy Unit, Department of Education and Science and 
the Arts Council. The encouragement and interest of the Department of 
Arts, Sport and Tourism were evident as the work proceeded. As Chairman 
of the Steering Group, I acknowledge and welcome such “joined-up” 
thinking and action by government departments and agencies. This is 
critical to the fair wind required if we are to succeed in developing a broad 
community of creative participants in the arts, from childhood into adult 
life, and in so doing to place the arts at the heart of Irish society.

Derek West
Chairman of the Steering Committee

preFace by the director oF the arts council
 
The arts excite children’s creativity and imagination. They stimulate the 
child’s full range of intelligences, creating multiple systems of connection, 
representation and expression.  It is crucial for the arts to be available to 
children both within and outside schools.  

The quality of arts in schools engagement is of central concern to the 
Arts Council and the best way to provide these high quality experiences 
is through arts and school communities working together at local and 
national levels. The Arts Council’s Partnership for the Arts 2006–2010, a 
strategy itself based on the principle of partnership, recognises the value 
of these relationships 

There is also a growing acknowledgment of the impact of this work on 
parents, teachers and the wider school community. Furthermore, the 
impact on artists’ practice is increasingly recognised. The artist-school 
relationship provides a rich context for innovation and enhancement of 
artforms and artists’ practice.

Realising the potential of this distinctive field of work requires specialist 
skills, knowledge and expertise in order to ensure in-depth and quality 
arts experiences. The aim of these guidelines is to offer an insight into the 
nature and value of this interaction and to advise both communities on 
how to ensure the best quality arts experiences for students, artists and 
teachers.  

The Arts Council would like to thank all involved in the development of 
these guidelines, in particular colleagues in the Department of Education 
and Science, for their support, time and commitment.  Artists~Schools 
is a significant undertaking that has grown out of true collaboration 
and partnership: it signifies an exciting and optimistic time for future 
interaction between the arts and education communities.  

Mary Cloake
Director, The Arts Council



There should be more arts modules, at least one module a year because 

you’re learning skills for life, gaining confidence, overcoming fears.

 Sam Doyle, Student, Newpark Comprehensive School, Dublin   
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about this docuMent

Artists~Schools Guidelines is intended to assist teachers and artists, pupils and primary carers*, schools and arts organisations, 
policy-makers and providers, and all those interested in Artists~Schools practice. The guidelines may also prove useful for arts 
projects and programmes in other social and community settings.

Artists~Schools Guidelines sets out the coordinates – both philosophical and practical – by which good practice in this field 
can be understood and fostered. The guidelines provided are informed by the experience of a wide range of practitioners in 
this field. Though not exhaustive, they should prove instructive to those relatively unfamiliar with this work and useful also to 
those with more experience.

Artists~Schools Guidelines addresses two main constituencies: schools and artists / arts organisations. This ‘joint address’ is 
born of a desire that both key partners share the same advice and information. In giving each partner access to the issues 
relevant to the other, the document aims to assist the dialogue necessary for good work in this field.

Artists~Schools Guidelines is structured around three triangles which reflect:
 

  The partnership advocated as serving good practice: 

  Pupils ~ Artists ~ Teachers 

  The three key questions the document itself addresses:  

    What is Artists~Schools practice? ~ Why is it of value? ~ How is it best done?

  The need for a three-phase approach to good practice: 

  Planning ~ Implementation ~ Evaluation

6

* Primary carer refers to parent(s), carer(s) or responsible adult(s) as appropriate



artists teachers

why?

what?evaluate

plan

iMpleMent how?

pupils

ABOUT THIS DOCUMEnT �



 

  Artists~Schools practice is a general term for what happens   
  when skilled, professional artists* work for and with schools 
  in the making, receiving and interpreting of a wide range of 
  arts experiences. 

  Artists, arts organisations, pupils, teachers and sometimes
  primary carers work together to create arts experiences that   
  support the core educational mission of the school. 

  Artists~Schools practice can happen within or outside the 
  school. It can occur in all art forms and disciplines and can   
  range from one-off visits, through more extended programmes,
   to intensive, collaborative projects. 

  The range of possibilities is wide. In the continuum of practice, 
  it may be helpful to distinguish four main models.

  Model One: Arts experiences available to the general public,   
  school groups included. 

  Examples: visiting an exhibition or attending a public 
  performance in a local or national arts venue.

  Model Two: Arts experiences available publicly and supported  
  by complementary services and resources designed for 
  school groups.  

  Examples: an exhibition, performance or other event in a public  
  arts venue that is supported by educational materials, a talk 
  or workshop, usually provided by the venue’s education staff.

8

what is artists~schools practice?

 *This includes writers, storytellers, actors, dancers, choreographers, painters, sculptors,
   musicians, film-makers, architects and professional arts facilitators in these disciplines.     8
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  Model Three: Arts experiences designed and intended 
  specifically for school groups. 
  
  Examples: the school is visited by a writer, artist or performance  
  company, or the school visits an arts venue to see an exhibition,  
  attend a performance or participate in an arts event.

  Model Four: Arts experiences characterised by collaboration
   between schools and artists / arts organisations. This process 
  leads to projects or programmes of work that are distinguished 
  by intensive engagement between the partners. 
  
  Examples: (i) a class group makes a series of visits to 
  a gallery or arts centre as part of a programme, designed 
  by the school and arts organisation; 
  (ii) an artist works twice weekly for a term with all the 
  4th classes in a school on a project;
  (iii) a school and an artist commit to a long-term project 
  over a five-year period.

  Each of these four models of practice has value. Indeed the 
  ideal would be for young people to have many experiences 
  across all four models in the course of their schooling. 
  An individual teacher or school might also create its 
  own programme, mixing and matching elements from two 
  or more models. This might include elements such as workshops  
  for teachers or primary carers.

WHAT IS ARTISTS~SCHOOLS PRACTICE? �

The Tower of Babel project started as a hunch 

of something that might work. We heard that 

O’Connell School were holding a summer 

school for mainly young people who had come 

to Ireland as unaccompanied minors seeking 

asylum.  We picked up the phone and offered 

a module on drama, story-telling and percussion.  

They said ‘yes’ and it has developed from there.

Bairbre Ní Chaoimh, Artistic Director, Calypso Productions, Dublin 



  Artists~Schools programmes enrich the curriculum. 

      They complement the pupils’ own arts education and 
         support learning in other curricular areas. They 
          assist pupils’ wider development by allowing them 
         to engage – sometimes as witnesses and sometimes 
         as collaborators – in the practice of art. 
      The pupils’ engagement in an arts experience is critical.
          It gives a concentrated experience that provides exciting,  
         direct learning opportunities as well as the catalyst for 
         further learning through subsequent reflection and action. 
      When such concentrated experience is accompanied   
         by appropriate classroom preparation and follow-up, or 
         by ongoing engagement with the artists, there can be 
         lasting cognitive, affective and social benefits.

  Artists~Schools practice makes available to schools and to 
  artists and arts organisations opportunities outside their 
  normal scope or capacity. 

      There is an ever-increasing range of art forms, media 
         and techniques with many exciting applications. 
      The multiplicity of concerns which artists engage in 
         (personal, social, historical, inter-cultural, spiritual,
         environmental, political…) mean that schools can access
         important learning resources and opportunities. 
      Artists~Schools practice often employs modes of research,
         discovery and sharing that complement other teaching 
         and learning styles. 
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      The learning benefits are not for pupils alone: many artists
         attest to the personal and professional benefits of working  
         with schools. Many teachers increase their knowledge 
         and grow in confidence across different styles and 
         techniques.
      Expect the unexpected! It is in the nature of good arts   
         experiences that there is always the possibility of surprise,  
         fresh discovery, transformation even. 

  Artists~Schools practice helps to connect the school with 
  the wider community. 

      In Artists~Schools programmes the school welcomes 
         and avails of the commitment and expertise of ‘outsiders’. 
      When the school travels beyond its own walls it can avail  
         of the many cultural resources in the public realm. 
      During such experiences pupils encounter one another, 
         their teachers and their own community in new ways,
         leading to important personal and social growth. For 
         some young people such experiences can be 
         ‘life-changing’.
      Artists~Schools programmes offer significant opportunities 
         for the involvement of primary carers in a range of ways.

  Artists~Schools programmes are important gateways to the arts.

      Many children might never have the experience of 
         attending a live arts event or engaging with artists or 
         the arts in a direct fashion, were it not for the 
         professional collaboration of schools and 
         arts organisations. 
      Artists~Schools programmes enable schools to reveal 
         to young people the life-enhancing pleasure to be 
         derived from high-quality arts experiences.

WHY IS IT OF vALUE? ��

Marrying arts practice with the curriculum and 

developing cross-curricular activities are key to 

ensuring that arts in education can be sustained 

over time.

Maire O’Higgins, Secondary Teacher, 
Larkin Community College, Dublin



partnership and Mutual respect

  The partnership between artists / arts organisations and schools, 
  and the working relationships between artists and teachers,   
  artists and pupils, pupils and teachers, should be characterised by 

     a spirit of collaboration 
     a negotiated common purpose
     agreed aims, objectives and intended outcomes. 

  Roles and responsibilities should be defined with due 

     recognition of the different skills and experience of 
        each partner 
     respect for the varying needs, knowledge, cultural 
        background and working practices of all partners. 

  Such partnership will be established by negotiation in 
  advance and sustained by good communication throughout.

creativity and authenticity

  Enquiry, experiment and discovery are at the heart of 
  good arts practice. In education settings, facilitating the 
  creative process is especially important.
  Good arts practice fosters creative thinking, using our 
  intelligences of mind, body, spirit and feeling. 

��
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  The truths of pupils’ lives (their interests, concerns, 
  aspirations, fears) should be a touchstone. It is important to 
  have a supportive working context that creates experiences
  emerging from, exploring and extending those truths.
  Young people, teachers and artists can express and celebrate  
  their own personal stories, especially in an age of 
  mass-produced cultural experiences.

inclusiveness and ownership

  Inclusiveness refers to the right of all young people 
  to engage in the arts. 
  Inclusiveness also refers to the potential of Artists~Schools 
  practice to support social and cultural inclusion by exploring   
  and celebrating stories, songs, dramas, dances and images that 
  might otherwise be excluded. 
  Self-realisation for all involved, and for the pupils especially, 
  is at the heart of good Artists~Schools experiences. 
  Artists~Schools practice should provide pupils with both 
  individual and collective experiences. 
  Ownership rests with all partners. It is nurtured when 
  each person’s contribution to the process is acknowledged 
  and valued. That principle should inform the balances to 
  be struck between fidelity to process and the attraction of 
  final product.

learninG and evaluation

  Artists~Schools practice is informed by a commitment to 
  learning by all involved. 
  Arts programmes and projects provide learning 
  opportunities that relate to 

     the arts experience 
     the curriculum
     personal and social development
     the wider realm of managing project work.

  Evaluation is an integral and valuable element of 
  Artists~Schools practice and a key element in the learning 
  ethos that characterises good practice. It is treated in some 
  detail on pp 26-27.
 

HOW IS IT BEST DOnE? - THE PRInCIPLES ��

Being with other people – teachers and children 

– and seeing them develop their own ideas can 

give artists insights into their own creativity.  

You see how others might try to solve certain 

problems and this can give you your own ideas.

 John Langan, Visual Artist/Sculptor, 
 Galway/Mayo Institute of Technology, Co. Galway
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Four Models oF practice and behaviour

Four main models of Artists~Schools practice were outlined on pp. 8 – 9. 
Each model is premised on a different relationship between the school 
and the arts organisation, performance company or artist. Each implies 
different levels of engagement and, as a consequence, different kinds of 
expectation, service and organisational behaviour. 

Model One [Arts experiences available to the general public, school   
groups included] places the onus on the teacher in organisational terms 
and in terms of ensuring the ‘appropriateness’ of the experience and the 
realisation of the intended learning outcomes.

Model Two [Arts experiences available publicly and supported by
complementary services and resources designed for school groups]  shares 
the educational commitment between school and arts organisation. 
Typically the latter offers:

  some organisational liaison 
  materials and / or personnel 

     to prepare for the experience
     to focus the learning and enhance the enjoyment 
        on the day
     to follow-up so as to extend and deepen the 
        learning outcomes. 

Model Three [Arts experiences designed and intended specifically for 
school groups] places trust in the artist / arts organisation that their 
work is well designed to engage its intended pupils. That trust must be 
earned by a track record of achievement in this field, amplified by current 
experience. The artist / arts organisation may offer, or the school may 
seek, any or all of: 

  advance information 
  references 
  preparatory materials
  a discussion (at least by phone)
  attendance at a teacher showcase or demonstration
  a pre-visit encounter in the school
  follow-up materials 
  a post-visit encounter in the school
  formal evaluation materials.

Model Four [Arts experiences characterised by collaboration between 
schools and artists / arts organisations and leading to projects or 
programmes of work distinguished by intensive engagement between 
the partners] requires most negotiation and cooperation between all 
parties. The development of rich and distinctive arts experiences requires 
careful planning, skilful implementation and sensitive evaluation. In 
direct proportion, the benefits can be significant and far-reaching.

how is it best done? – the Guidelines

HOW IS IT BEST DOnE? - THE GUIDELInES ��
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planninG~iMpleMentation~evaluation

These guidelines address three overlapping functions of planning, implementation and evaluation. They are represented 
in the diagram opposite. In the pages that follow, each function is described in detail.
 

  Planning involves exploration and commitment by all parties in the partnership.

  PLAnnInG 1  The Sequence sets out the issues to be considered and the typical 
  order in which they might be addressed (pp. 18 – 19).

  PLAnnInG 2  Sources and Resources outlines the key resource issues (pp. 20 – 22).

  Implementation enacts what has been planned. Once ‘green-lighted’, 
  a project or programme is implemented through a process of detailing and resourcing (pp. 24 – 25). 

  Evaluation consists of reviewing and learning. All aspects of the programme are 
  reviewed to assist the attainment of the agreed goals and to provide the learning for all concerned in relation 
  to future actions within and beyond the current programme (pp. 26 – 27).
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  planninG � – the sequence  artists / arts orGanisations

These are guides 

and prompts.

Their exact application 

will depend on the 

context of your work 

and the nature of 

the Artists~Schools 

engagements under 

consideration.

The implied sequence is 

indicative only. An item 

raised in one phase may 

only emerge or be finally 

resolved later.

Please also read the 

School Planning Grid 

that follows to get 

the full picture of the 

partnership.

thinK
purpose 
write

prepare
inForMation
send

tarGet
proMotion
Follow up

build
contact
develop

Keep
connection
deepen

oFFer
coMMitMent
seeK

 Clarify why you want to work with schools. 
 What have you to offer?  What have you to gain?
 What kinds of schools or age levels best suit you and your work?
 What is the kind and extent of the contact you would prefer?
 Explore mentoring schemes and/or seek advice of colleagues with appropriate experience.

 You / Your background / Training / Documentation of your work.
 Previous work with schools (if any) or other groups in the community. Get references.
 Your artform and its possibilities.  Space, equipment, materials: what you provide and need.
 Outline possible links with curriculum (arts and other areas).
 Outline proposed models of interaction with schools including time and money implications.
 Clarify scope of your availability (time and distance).

 Contact school principals or named teachers. Tailor your approach to particular schools. 
 Offer meeting or presentation in schools or Education Centre.
 Use local media and teacher journals.

 Be aware of school ethos; profile; plan; facilities; health & safety requirements; child protection 
 and welfare policies and procedures.

 Clarify nature of work, agree role of teacher, identify intended age or class group(s).
 Establish outline aims and possible outcomes of intended programme.
 Agree mechanism and timeframe for future planning. Seek a named contact person.

 Consult with and present to pupils, staff, primary carers etc, as appropriate.
 Confirm aims (main purpose) and objectives (specific things to be achieved).
 Clarify kinds of experience you intend making with pupils. How many pupils? How often?
 Refine plan with school including timeline, resource needs and budget.
 Assist in identifying funding sources, in-kind supporters. Contribute to funding applications. 
 Move to contract understanding, inclusive of default fee and ‘copyright’ if cancelled.

 Adjust scope of project in response to clarification from funders and donors.
 Finalise contractual, insurance, health & safety, supervisory arrangements.
 Clarify protocols around out-of-school site visits, documentation,  monitoring,  evaluation, 

 and ownership of any work created.
 Confirm any orders of specialist materials that could cause delay.
 Consider further pre-project presentations or workshops to clarify aims and 

 deepen commitment from key partners.

�8



 planninG � – the sequence schools

These are guides 

and prompts.

Their exact application 

will depend on the 

context of your school 

and the nature of 

the Artists~Schools 

engagements under 

consideration.

The implied sequence 

is indicative only. An 

item raised in one phase 

may only emerge or be 

finally resolved later.

Please also read the 

preceding Artists and 

Arts Organisations 

Planning Grid to get 

the full picture of the 

partnership.

create
context
develop

thinK
purpose
coMMunicate

initiate
choice
respond

detail
selection
siGn oFF

 Incorporate Artists~Schools practice in school plan, timetabling, budgets, resource allocation.
 Promote partnership in planning and management. Involve staff, pupils, artists, primary carers.
 Consider designating staff member as key contact for Artists~Schools relationships. 
 Identify preferred models of Artists~Schools practice and clarify desired outcomes so as 

 to assist subsequent choice and evaluation.
 Build arts information bank on opportunities and resources available locally and nationally. 
 Build links with local authority arts office, heritage office, library, arts centres etc.

 Identify aspects of the arts curriculum and wider curricular areas where Artists~Schools 
 practice could make a valuable contribution. 

 Clarify how Artists~Schools practice might enrich the school’s life, working atmosphere 
 and identity and develop its relationship with the wider community.

 Seek balance between different aims from enhancing pupils’ arts education to personal 
 and social development; and from broad curricular enrichment to precise curricular support.

 Identify particular cohorts of pupils or educational, social, cultural agendas within the 
 school where Artists~Schools practice might be especially meaningful. 

 Consider the merits of 

 (a) different models of Artists~Schools practice (see pp. 8 – 9) 
 (b) different art forms
 (c) different age levels / class groups
 (d) responding (to possibilities and offers) and initiating (programmes or projects)
 (e) building cumulative experiences for pupils in the course of a year or of their school life.

 Seek clarification from artists / arts organisations offering programmes on 

 (a) the exact nature of the experiences to be created for and with pupils
 (b) the intended artistic and educational benefits for pupils
 (c) the age-range and numbers (in total and at any one time) of pupils involved.
 (d) the artists’ experience and track record in education work (references)
 (e) their familiarity with the curriculum
 (f) their flexibility to adapt a proposal to particular school circumstances and needs.

 Agree arrangements concerning
 (a) Fees / Expenses / Payment draw-down / Booking & cancellation protocols 
 (b) Space / Facilities / Equipment / Materials 
 (c) Duration and timetable (including planning, pre-project and post-project work)
 (d) Support and supervisory personnel
 (e) Provisions and protocols for Insurance, Health & Safety, Child Protection and Welfare.

 All partners sign-off on jointly agreed final draft of programme.
 Enter into formal ‘contract’ or partnership agreement.

PLAnnInG 1 - THE SEqUEnCE ��
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seeK inForMation & advice 

  1   Arts-in-Schools Directory (Arts Council, 2004)

  2   Guidelines for the Protection and Welfare of Children 
   and Young People in the Arts Sector (Arts Council, 2006)

  3   Websites 
    Department of Education and Science (www.education.ie) 
     Arts Council (www.artscouncil.ie)

  4   Local Authority Arts Offices

  5   Arts centres, venues, companies, organisations and colleges

  6   Education Centres

  7   Teacher Unions and Subject Associations

  8   Local Library Service

  9   Colleagues and word-of-mouth

10   Artist Mentoring Schemes

11   Reports / Evaluations from Previous Projects

allocate tiMe

priMary: The weekly allocation for the arts is 2.5 hours for junior 

and senior infants and 3 hours for 1st – 6th classes. ‘Banking’ time 

allows for hours to be accumulated to facilitate arts activities at 

specific times of the year. The curriculum also permits discretionary 

time to engage with a specific project or theme, though this may 

not be allocated to any one subject or curricular area exclusively

post-priMary: Usually one-off events are easily negotiated. More 

extensive projects or programmes can prove more difficult, at least 

initially. First year and Transition year offer more flexibility. 

In addition the ‘Social, Personal and Health Education’ and 

‘Civic, Social and Political Education’ programmes, provide scope 

for appropriately designed Artists~Schools programmes.

People’s capacity to assist with advice and information will be 
greater when you have done some initial research and thinking 
yourself. 

Clarify the context of your request and at least the broad scope 
and nature of what resources you require or what you see as 
your possible arts initiative.

Existing structures, the organisational culture of the school and 
practical considerations like the availability of space can affect the 
time allocated for arts programmes.

Timetabling, especially in post-primary schools, 
often determines the degree of flexibility.

  planninG � – sources and resources



orGanise space & equipMent 

The scope and focus of some Artists~Schools work may be determined 

by the capacity of the partners to adequately resource the programme in 

physical and material terms. Artists / arts organisations hosting pupils outside 

of the school environment should ensure that a range of service needs are 

addressed, including provision, for example, for infants or for pupils, teachers 

and parents with special needs or requirements.  School-based work especially 

needs to take clear account of space considerations. Space for preparation, 

activity, storage and display may be four distinct needs. Clarify understandings 

around preparation time, clearing, cleaning, access times. Anticipate service 

requirements such as heat, light, power, water, ventilation, waste disposal and 

first-aid, as well as cloakroom, eating and toilet facilities. Age-appropriate, safe 

and sufficient work surfaces, equipment, tools and materials (for preparation; 

main work; documentation; evaluation) are critical. 

Draw up an inventory of needs as regards space, equipment and materials.

It is important to clarify what equipment and materials are supplied by 
the school and/or by the artist / arts organisation. Protocols around repair, 
replacement and insurance liability need to be agreed.

reMeMber health and saFety

The health and safety of pupils, teachers, artists and all 
others involved are paramount. Any health and safety 
issues arising from proposed Artists~Schools work must 
be addressed in the planning phase and appropriate 
safeguards put in place and communicated properly.

Don’t forget to make appropriate provision for pupils 
with special needs or requirements.

prioritise child protection and welFare

Both the Department of Education and Science and 
the Arts Council have developed guidelines around 
the protection and welfare of children and young 
people.  Schools, arts organisations and artists must 
discuss and agree policies and procedures around child 
protection and welfare in the planning phase, ensure 
safeguards are in place and communicate information 
as appropriate.

Designate a person to deal with child protection and 
welfare issues.  Inform those working with children and 
young people of who that person is and how to contact 
him or her in the event of a concern or incident.

PLAnnInG 2 - SOURCES & RESOURCES ��
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establish costs and seeK support

expenditure

Artists’ Fees
Travel / Other Expenses
Other Professional Inputs
Equipment (Purchase / Hire)
Materials
Transport
Storage
Educational Resource Materials
Site visits
Research / Planning Process
Evaluation Process
Documentation Process
Administration (postage / 
 photocopying etc)
Substitution 
Caretaking 
Cleaning
Insurance
Display / Presentation / Performance 
 / Publication
Launch / Reception 
Contingencies

incoMe  & other supports

School Contribution
Pupil Contribution
Parental voluntary Contribution
Other schools / colleges
Government Departments / Agencies
national, Regional, Local Arts   
 Organisations / Companies
national Cultural Institutions
Galleries, Arts Centres, 
 Theatres, venues
Education Centres
vocational Education Committees
European Union Information Offices
Embassies / Foreign Cultural Institutes
Local Authority Arts Grants
Local Authority Arts Office 
 / Heritage Office
Local Library Service / Library
Local Businesses
Local Donors
Fund-Raising Events

Some funding sources might best be approached for 
in-kind support e.g. materials, equipment, specialist 
expertise, administrative assistance.
 
Initiatives involving a number of schools help to 
spread the costs. 

Consult with school principal regarding protocols to do 
with commercial sponsorship, especially when sponsors 
require visible acknowledgment. 

Occasionally, to mark an event or to give cultural 
expression to some wider social initiative, funds become 
available through an unusual channel. These might be 
accessed to support Artists~Schools work, within certain 
parameters.

PLAnnInG 2 - SOURCES & RESOURCES

Sustaining arts practice in education needs a 

culture of support.  It can’t be dependent on 

just one individual in a school.

 Aidan Clifford, Director, Curriculum 
 Development Unit, Dublin
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iMpleMentation
 
nurture relationships 

  The triangular relationship of pupil, artist and teacher is 
  at the heart of successful Artists~Schools practice. 

     The artist contributes skills, experience and tradition as 
        the basis for the development of a creative engagement 
        with and response to the arts experience.
     The teacher brings pedagogical skills as a means to 
        facilitate the pupils to engage with the arts experience 
        and to draw meanings from it. By virtue of an 
        on-going relationship with the pupils, (s)he can 
        facilitate the amplification of the experience during and 
        after the programme and ensure the discipline 
        and commitment required.
     The pupils bring their intelligence and their cultural
         references and they engage with the arts experience 
        so as to enhance their learning, extend their experience 
        and encounter their peers in a new context.

  For a programme to be effective all partners must play 
  their roles actively. Trust between partners will create the 
  flexibility needed to address evolving circumstances.
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reMeMber Goals 

  Keep as a constant point of reference the aims, objectives
  and intended outcomes agreed during planning. These should
  be communicated to all relevant school staff, participating   
  artists and associates. Adjustments can be negotiated as part 
  of the review process.

Foster creativity

  Don’t allow logistics, inappropriate expectations or other 
  external factors impinge on the creative imperative. 
  Creativity is fostered when there is a learning environment 
  that supports enquiry, safe experimentation, playfulness,
   dialogue with materials and processes and between
   participants. Arts experiences, especially where pupils are active  
  participants, promote creative learning outcomes. 
  Try to avoid the pursuit  of outputs and finished products 
  that are imposed and inauthentic.

Facilitate Group and individual worK  

  Seek to provide a range of group experiences from pair 
  work to full class interaction. Give thought to varying group 
  sizes and configurations; to the nature of the group activities;  
  and to strategies for sustaining group work when other 
  groups are being facilitated by the artists or teachers. 

  Work in the arts is often a good means of facilitating individuals
   to self-actualise while remaining part of a group. Skilful 
  negotiation between artist and teacher can permit facilitation 
  of individual pupil needs. 

review proGress and MarK achieveMent

  Extended programmes especially, provide opportunities 
  for all to review progress, celebrate what has been achieved,
  clarify what remains to be done and plan accordingly. 
  Such an approach places value on the developmental 
  process and avoids inappropriate stress on ‘finished product’ 
  as the sole focus for measuring success.

  Ensure the review process is scheduled, well-facilitated 
  and purposeful. Identify both achievements and 
  shortcomings and try to establish their causes. Determine 
  and then communicate future adjustments in relation to 
  (i) objectives and outcomes; (ii) resource allocation [time, 
  space, materials, money]; and (iii) roles and responsibilities.

IMPLEMEnTATIOn ��
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evaluation 

  Evaluation is a learning tool. It is both a discrete function 
  and a process that should permeate all stages of a programme. 

  Evaluation assists strategic planning, informs 
  mid-term adjustments, provides a focus for dialogue 
  between the participants and partners and is a resource 
  for constructive critical reflection on the immediate work and 
  the wider practice. 

  To be effective, evaluation needs to be endorsed by all 
  involved as a core commitment and underpinned by the 
  allocation of resources (always time and sometimes money).

  The nature of evaluation depends in part on the model of 
  Artists~Schools practice involved. However, as all models have 
  aims, objectives and learning outcomes, evaluation is 
  always appropriate. 

  The evaluation process commences during planning. As the 
  aims, objectives and outcomes are being clarified, the 
  measures marking their attainment should also be agreed.

  One-off or short-term programmes take the learning provided 
  by evaluation into the next programme. More extended 
  programmes take it into the next stage, facilitating 
  strategic adjustments.

  Resist reducing evaluation to perfunctory feedback. Even 
  when the interaction is with thousands (e.g. a touring
  performance), establish some means, such as well-
  facilitated focus groups, to deepen the quality of the feedback. 

  Evaluation should be clear and open, allowing all 
  involved to feel ownership of the process and assurance as 
  to its impartiality. Establish protocols around the recording 
  of pupils at work and around confidentiality, especially if 
  findings are to be shared or published. 

  Evaluation can support a learning environment where 
  mistakes and shortcomings are understood as being 
  inevitable when engaged in discovery and the pursuit of 
  new understandings. Evaluation can play a key role in 
  translating such ‘mistakes’ into rich learning opportunities.

  Evaluation is often a responsibility of the participants. 
  Sometimes one person is identified as coordinating the 
  process. Engaging in self-evaluation, peer evaluation and 
  group evaluation may even be one of the agreed objectives 
  of a project or programme. Developing a commitment to 
  quite simple mechanisms, such as regular feedback at the end 
  of each session, might be an important objective, serving 
  the wider aim of developing a culture of constructive criticism.

  In extended programmes or projects of scale, an external
  evaluator may be appropriate. In such cases, the person 
  should be appointed in advance and should be seen as a 



  member of the project team with a defined function rather 
  than as an inspectorial ‘outsider’.

  Evaluation involves gathering evidence (before, during and 
  after), measuring attainment, proposing change.

     Sources and Methods include 
     core participants
     wider sources - staff, primary carers, principal, funders
     observation and recording
     memos, applications, reviews, minutes of meetings
     surveys, questionnaires, interviews, comment boxes
     one:one sessions with key partners and focus 
        group sessions
     project documentation: visual and written materials 
        recording the programme; artist and pupil journals 
        or workbooks
     any presentation, exhibition, display or ‘sharing’

      Measurement is usually qualitative though (aspects of) 
        some programmes may require quantitative data. 
        qualitative measurement entails interpretation of the 
        evidence. It should reflect the evidence of all partners, 
        avoid undue influence by excessively critical or 
        favourable viewpoints and maintain focus on:
     agreed aims, objectives and outcomes in all 
        domains (arts education; broader curriculum; 
        personal / social; wider impact) 
     agreed indicators of progress towards or 
        actual attainment 
     content (interest; appropriateness; 
        coherence; variety)

EvALUATIOn ��

     range, quality, novelty of arts experiences offered 
     range and quality of interactions / 
        methodologies employed
     resource and practical issues.

      Critical reflection entails consideration of:
     attainments and  shortcomings
     internal causes and external factors
     unexpected outcomes 
     recommended changes 
     appetite for, and possible direction of, future work.

      The final report will arise organically if evaluation has been
          ongoing. The formal distillation and representation of 
         the evidence and feedback may be entrusted to one or 
         more persons (an external evaluator or project group 
         or the key partners). Judgment is required to determine 
         what findings and materials are appropriate for inclusion
          in the final report. A balance needs to be struck between
         ownership of the evaluation (as part of the wider
                  ownership of the programme) and objectivity 
         of perspective.

      Dissemination of the evaluation within ever-widening 
         circles - from immediate participants through key 
         stakeholders to interested outsiders - is often desirable. 
         It is also consistent with the learning impulse which guides 
         good evaluation and good Artists~Schools practice.
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I enjoy actually working with other people 

because you are putting ideas together and 

you get much better ideas.

 Child involved in Artformations, a joint project between  
 The Abbey Theatre and The Irish Museum of Modern 
 Art, Dublin

Preparation was key.  This was time consuming 

but it was crucial to the success of the project. 

We worked really hard at the process, especially 

to create the context for the project, facilitating 

the establishment of ground rules, making sure 

that communications were clear and that all the 

relationships were maintained.

 Anne Kelleher, Director, 
 Kildare Education Centre, Co. Kildare

The key to getting an arts project moving in a 

school is being open to ideas and having access 

to knowledge.

 Michael Parsons, Principal, 
 Portlaoise Vocational School, Co. Laois

We must recognise human frailty.  Mistakes are 

inevitable, even when all concerned are making 

every honest effort, but we must learn from them 

and avoid making the same mistakes again.

 Mary Shine Thompson, College Coordinator 
 of Research, St Patrick’s College, Dublin


